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Details of Visit:

Author: TCFF458
Location 2: Earls Court
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 9 Aug 2016 16:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Neutral

Details of Service Provider:

The Premises:

The apartment is very nice and cosy and fit for the purpose. No problems with safety, cleanliness
and WC facilities etc. The bedroom has a nice comfy king size bed. Public parking is at the end of
the road (residential parking nearby only), which is safe but quite a bit of a walk to the apartment
(approx 300 yards). Parking is quite expensive too at £7 for 2 hours.

The Lady:

Goes by the alias of 'Dasha', with her Adultwork profile name being 'From Russia wit Love'. The
stats and photos displayed on Dasha's Adultwork profile are a true representation of Dasha herself.
She is a young Lithuanian lady (from Russian heritage) in her early 20's, 5'8 height, slim and toned
body. Long blonde dyed hair, brown eyes, clean complexion. Generally, a very pretty and stunning
young lady. 

The Story:

Initial communications with Dasha were via Adultwork email, which began about a week before our
scheduled meet. This then progressed to text messaging via mobile the day before. All
correspondence from Dasha were good and in a timely manner, and we agreed to meet on
Tuesday 09 August at 16:00. The only issues here were with Dasha's insistence to confirm our date
through her Adultwork booking system, which I was requested to do the day before my meeting her.
These issues were:
1. Dasha's calendar / booking system in Adultwork didn't allow for me to book our pre-arranged
meet time of 16:00 on 09 August (blank / unavailable to book). The only time slots available were
between 09:00 and 11:00. Dasha wasn't able to amend this either when I contacted her with this
problem, therefore, I was told to place the booking for 11:00, despite our actual date being set for
16:00.
2. Although Dasha insisted that I confirm my booking through Adultwork (whilst also knowing that I
faced the above problem) she still hasn't, even to this day, confirmed my booking request; It really
begs the question of why she even bothered asking me to place this booking through Adultwork in
the first place? Bearing in mind, that our date had already been organised via email and text
messages. Not confirming my Adultwork booking also creates a further problem in that I can't leave
a full review of our date through Adultwork; In its current state I can only write a short (character
count limited) summary of our entire date. Now, I can't tell if Dasha is genuinely unaware of all this,
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or if this malarkey about booking through Adultwork is really a deception and conniving plan of hers.
Whatever it is, I'm sure it will be seen after the publication of this review. After publishing this
review, her Adultwork summary feedback will quote the link to this field report number for cross
reference.

I arrived at Dasha's apartment a few minutes after 4pm (no later than 16:05 according to the time on
my phone); I had to find parking, get change for parking from nearby Tesco, plus the long walk back
to her place from where I had parked. When I arrived I was met with Dasha dressed in an elegant
black pencil dress, stockings and heels. I was pleased since she complied with what I had
requested through our exchanges and she looked stunning. She claimed to have either designed or
made the black dress herself. Whether true or not, the dress was exceptionally stunning and Dasha
equally looked good wearing it. I was offered a shower as soon as I paid, which I refused since I
had one before setting out to see her and had been driving to her place in my air conditioned car.
So we got down to play straight away.

She asked me what I wanted. I said to start with kissing and cuddling, then move onto oral sex for
my first round, then missionary sex for second round, then maybe (if she is up for it) cowgirl sex for
third round. She seemed quite inexperienced and claimed she wasn't familiar with some of these
terms; I had to explain these to her in finer detail.

So, we started off with kissing and stroking. Kissing didn't feel as passionate as I would have liked it
but was decent effort, she was rather reticent using her tongue during kissing. This slowly
progressed to undressing each other. Dasha does have a very nice and slim toned body which you
can tell she maintains very well. A little more kissing and fondling before moving onto the bed for
oral sex. Her oral and hands were quite nice and soft and I did come rather quickly. It was also
helped by the fact that I had abstained for quite a period of time before meeting Dasha. Her oral
sex, OWO, was with CIM, but with most of it was spat back out onto me as I came.

A quick visit to the bathroom for Dasha whilst I was provided with tissues to clean myself up.
Everything up to this point seemed to be going relatively well; Not brilliant, but decent enough. I am
pretty sure this review would have ended up being positive had the rest of my meeting have carried
on in a similar fashion to this. But, alas, it was not to be.

Dasha joined me in bed after returning from her short break, leaning over me in bed and started
chatting away whilst I recovered. She is quite a cheerful character and interesting to talk to and
coherent at conversing in English. But, she is a chatterbox and I felt that her conversation was to
only run my time down and avoid any further intimacy / sex. Time was flying past but there was no
let up from her talk or any further signs of foreplay from her, she kept chatting away. Neither did she
take the hint when I started stroking her and getting erect again. Eventually, I had to interrupt her
abruptly and ask her to come closer. This is when the bomb was dropped, "I don't do twice", were
her exact words at my reaction. Completely surprised by this, my response to her was "well, this is
the first time I have heard that sort of response from any escort", and in reality this was true; Apart
from the odd cheap 'conveyor belt' type parlour girls, or the miserable Romanian escorts where I
have had 1/2 hour bookings with, I have never been refused multiple rounds of sex from any other
escort (high class or not). Neither have any of those escorts ever failed to pick up on my urges and
hints, and have quite happily offered themselves without any hassle or say so. Dasha being the first
to do such a thing.

Despite the cruel words from Dasha, she still (amazingly) offered herself for a second round of sex
without any further resistance. Though, this still felt quite reluctant. On with the condom and on top
of her for a round of missionary sex. Nothing spectacular, but I came again within a couple of
minutes.

Got given a few more tissues to clean myself up, I visited the bathroom to relieve myself, came
back out and sat back down on the bed expecting to have my remaining time to be filled with more
chat with Dasha, or maybe a quick massage if I'm lucky. No chance; Dasha was getting dressed
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immediately hinting at me that no further action was on offer. I had a look at the clock on the wall
opposite the bed and it displayed the time as 17:10 at that point. Thought to myself "ok, my hour is
up". Decided to get dressed and left. It is not until I had a look at my mobile phone immediately after
leaving the apartment that I realised that her clock was wrong; The time was actually 16:56 when I
left.

Conclusion

Rather an underwhelming experience with Dasha. My experience certainly doesn't reflect the
experiences other clients have claimed to have enjoyed with Dasha. Reading her various reviews
from other members, not only through Adultwork but also from other popular escort review sites too,
her clients seem to suggest that she has been quite happy to provide them with multiple orgasms
during similar encounters or meeting. They also suggest that she has had a 'no rush attitude'
towards her clients, with two such reviews claiming that the clients stayed well over their one hour
allocated appointment with her. So, why was my experience with Dasha so different and opposite to
these other reviews? A lot of these reviews also seem to praise Dasha on her beauty, stating her to
be like a supermodel. There is no doubt that Dasha is pretty, nice complexion, with a nice slim body
figure, a head turner when dressed and made up well. But, a supermodel? In my opinion this is just
exaggerating and hyperbole. It is certain that Dasha wouldn't be escorting in this capacity
(especially through Adultwork) if she was some supermodel, or even a little known fashion model
for that matter. But, regardless of whether this is true or not / regardless of this hyperbole, I can
honestly say that I have met other escorts who I would consider are equally, if not prettier, than
Dasha herself and have better toned body figure than hers. Some even charge a lower or similar
rate to Dasha and, more importantly, all have provided a far better experience and intimacy to me
than what Dasha has provided. Yet most of these prettier escorts don't have this superiority
complex of calling themselves a models, or a supermodels, as Dasha does. Of course, regarding
Dasha's beauty, it is a very subjective matter (eye of the beholder etc) but all of this does bring into
questions the validity and authenticity of some, if not all, of the reviews of Dasha from various escort
review sites including Adultwork.

Overall, I get sense that Dasha was not comfortable being with me, probably because I am dark-
skinned man. I did, however, ask her this question on two separate occasions before meeting her;
Once during our initial exchanges, and once when she initially met me at her apartment (before
paying her). On both occasions I got told yes (she would be comfortable being with me). I know she
has a habit of lying (and possibly conniving) since she claimed to be a vegetarian during our chat in
bed, but on her Adultwork interview clearly states her favourite food as being 'Japanese and sea
food'. I also never got to find out how her selection criteria works either for selecting her 'carefully
selected gentlemen'. It seems to me that obtaining money, whichever way it comes, is Dasha's
prime objective, even if it means earning it through deception and fraudulent means.
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